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Abstract
PetaJakarta.org is a web-based platform developed to harness the power of social media to gather, sort, and
display information about flooding for Jakarta residents in real time. The platform runs on the open source
software CogniCity-an OSS platform developed by the SMART Infrastructure Facility, University of
Wollongong-which allows data to be collected and disseminated by community members through their
location-enabled mobile devices. The project uses a GeoSocial Intelligence Framework to approach the
complexity of Jakarta's entangled hydraulic, hydrological and meteorological systems and thereby converts the
noise of social media into knowledge about urban infrastructure and situational conditions related to flooding
and inundation. In this paper, PetaJakarta.org co-directors will discuss their GeoSocial Intelligence
Framework as it applies to their preliminary findings from their 2014 Twitter #DataGrant, which has allowed
them to develop a correlative analysis between historic social media information, the Jakarta government's
flood maps, and the infrastructure used to manage critical flood emergencies.
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18 have experienced flooding 
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people live in these cities
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By 2014, population of the metropolitan Jakarta (known as Jabodatabek) reached 28 million. 
Images courtesy of NASA: Landsat MSS (1976 and 1989), and ASTER (2004).
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Top 20 cities by number of posted tweets
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2014 MONSOON SYSTEM TEST 
05/02/14 24hrs (from 20:00)
Total number of “banjir” tweets 150,000
Total number of original users 100,000
Geo-located reports 5,000
Average frequency 100Tw/60s
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Jakarta banjir:'( mangga dua nih 
pic.twitter.com/89nyPltGDg
View translation 
♦\ Reply t .1 Retweet ★  Favorite ••• More
2:28 AM - 7 Feb 2014 9 from Tamansari, Jakarta Barat Flag media
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an OSS Framework for
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Engineering
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An open frameworK for urban data
GcgnGty harnesses the power of social media by gathering, sorting and dsptaying real-rime situational reports from urgent urpan 
infrastructure issues such as floooing or ira fc  congestion. Our powerful toQJSet makes this information avalaPle in real-time to otzens in 
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RT08/RW12 - Average income loss and damage cost per household by flood
height
•  Average damage costs 
Average income lost
Floo d height
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Air / Water 
^  pompa /  pump 
A  keran / tap
0  sumur / well 
Kampung
♦  meeting point 
^  steps 
tree
1 I fasilitas umum / communal facilities 
 batas / boundary
^= > ja lan  rel / railway
Flood heights / Ketinggian rumah banjir 
I I waist / pinggang 
I I chest / dada 
I I shoulder / bahu 
CD  head / kepala 
H  overhead / di atas kepala 
I I no data / tidak ada data
Approximate Scale 1:350. Projection WCS84 / EPSC 4326 
Map & Data (C) Ciliwung Merdeka & SMART Infrastructure Facility, University of Wollongong
Tomas Holderness, Ariel Shepherd & Etienne Turpin
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System Diagram for Jakarta Pilot Study on Urban Resilience & C limate Adaptation
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SM A RT Infrastructure Facility & Jakarta Em ergency Management Agency
Joint Pilot Study on Urban Resilience  
May 2014 -  May 2015
This project is supported by the Australian National Data Service (ANDS)
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